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which one of the following from the Sametime Administration tool?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Monitors -> Community Server
Monitoring -> HTTP Statistics
Logging -> Server Connections
Logging -> Community Logins/Logouts

Answer: D
QUESTION: 87
Which of the following only may create polls while in meetings?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Owners
Attendees
Anonymous
Moderators

Answer: D
QUESTION: 88
A user that does not authenticate to access a meeting from the Sametime Meeting
Center, appears as which of the following names by default?
A.
B.
C.
D.

User
Guest
Unknown
Anonymous

Answer: A
QUESTION: 89
As the Sametime administrator, you need to enter a control on how the RTC
Gateway finds local users to relay messages. Which of the following performs this
task?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Message handler
Custom properties
Blacklist domains
Translation protocol
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Answer: A
QUESTION: 90
While in an online meeting, all the users are able to screenshare and utilize the
whiteboard. However, chat between the users will not function. Which of the
following is most likely the cause of this issue?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Community services have stopped running
Chat is not allowed in the Meeting Room client
The administrator has disabled meeting room chat
The meeting manager has deselected the chat feature when creating the meeting

Answer: A
QUESTION: 91
Paul is attempting to log into server4/amce with his Sametime Connect client while
visiting a corporate branch office overseas that has it's own Sametime server. The
following scenario exists:
- He is not listed in the Allow Access field for that Domino server
- His home Sametime server is server1/acme and both share a common directory
- The two servers are not in a Community Cluster.
Which of the following steps will Sametime perform in this scenario?
A. Paul will be immediately denied access and will receive a prompt to that effect
B. Paul will attempt to log into server4/acme and after a lookup occurs he will be
passed to server1/acme
C. Paul will successfully log into server4/acme and that server will grab his privacy
data and buddylist from server1/acme for him
D. Paul will be logged into both servers simultaneously and his privacy data will
not be in effect for anyone with a home server of server4/acme

Answer: B
QUESTION: 92
The Domino Single Sign-On (SSO) feature must be enabled on the Sametime 7.5
server. Which of the following is also required for Sametime server authentication?
A.
B.
C.
D.

SSL
LDAP server
Directory Assistance
Fully qualified DNS name
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Answer: D
QUESTION: 93
All connections via TLS to SIP communities for the RTC Gateway takes place over
which of the following ports?
A.
B.
C.
D.

1516
5061
5269
80

Answer: B
QUESTION: 94
Adam is assigned the [ServerMonitor] role on the Sametime server. Which of the
following abilities does this provide?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Logging and Monitoring control
Configuration and Logging control
Monitoring and Configuration control
Message from Administrator and Directory control

Answer: A
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